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Lashings

Lashing straps
Cargo safety in all vehicles

page 70-75

Ring straps
Universal use and tough

page 76-81

3.0  Lashing straps & Nets 
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Lashing straps  
custom-made

Special straps
Mission Possible

page 82-83
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Transporter
Solid light-weights.

■	Made in Germany   }  developed, tested and manufactured in Engen, Germany

■	 freely configurable   }  perfect for your application

■	many extras available   }  customized printing, no minimum order quantity,  
   even with an order of 1 unit 

Box
Built for tough applications. Developed for rough applications.

■	 in compliance with DIN EN 12195-2   }  maximum safety for you

■	compatible with the new KERL fitting product family   }  fits almost all vehicles

■	highest pre-tensioning forces   }  high safety with less lashing straps

Special
If it's not available, it doesn't exist.

■	 in-house development and manufacturing   }  high-quality even for special products

■	 large selection of components   }  endless possibilities for custom-made straps

■	your strap   }  your part number – standard at allsafe

Lashing straps
The right strap for your application

3.1  Lashing straps     
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Box

Box

Curtainsider
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Your customized lashing strap. Compose it yourself:

      Strap appearance

      End fittings

      Strap and label printig

      Lock

      Extras + accessories

Compose your end fittings to suit 
your needs. No matter if you use 
Airline tracks or lashing points 
we have something for all load 
capacities. Always with a 
corrosion-resistant surface. By 
the way: you can also configure 
your straps with two different end 
fittings.

Not just the technical aspects can 
be selected, but also the visual 
aspects. Select your favorite colour
and we'll take care of the rest.

Choose a lock from our large  
product range to suit your load,  
lashing needs, required pre- 
tensioning force and load  
capacity. If it's not available, 
it doesn't exist yet.

Protection pads for the lock 
protects loads with fragile surfaces, 
protective sleeves with different 
properties protect the edges of 
your load. You select it, we make it. 

3.1  Lashing straps  

You’d like to have your company 
name and logo printed on your 
straps? No Problem. Customized 
label? We can do it. And all that with a 
minimum order quantity of one strap! 
With our standardized QR-Code and 
our allsafe-App you can easily proof, 
manage and property calculate your 
load. 
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      Strap appearance

      End fittings

      Strap and label printig

      Lock

      Extras + accessories
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